
Show Report – North Region Show, Notton, 24th Jan 2010 

Judge:- Paul Spooner  JUI:- Kerry Bradburn 
 

I was pleased to be assisting Senior Judge 

Paul Spooner at this North region event, 

given that this was my last chance at a 

training session before taking a test that the 

NCS have scheduled for me. It was my 

intention to try and extract as much 

information and knowledge from Paul as I could.  

I must apologise for the lengthy time taken on 

some of the classes, which any of our 

experienced judges would normally 

complete in half the time, so thank you to all 

the attendees for your patience. 

 

A reasonable entry of 78 chinchillas faced Paul and myself and we started on time with the colour 

phasing of the Young Standard Females. 

Nine young females were split into two phases and the Mediums were first up. We were 

presented with a nice big, blocky, and clear animal in first place for Richard and Eddie Crutchley.  

She was in fair show condition; just a little open furred but still good enough for Reserve Young 

Standard Female.  The second for Sandy King had fair size and conformation and if anything a 

little more eye appeal but show condition was significantly lacking.  

The Medium-Darks provided us with the group champion award again for Richard and Eddie 

having lovely size and conformation, blue, clear and bright with a strong but slightly open fur 

type and in fairly good condition.  The second also from Richard and Eddie did have the tighter 

denser fur but clarity was somewhat down to the top animal. 

Only one Novice young female gaining a H.C for Alan Mills for a very young baby with uneven 

soft baby fur and she looked a little dull on the day.  

 

Young Standard Males numbered 11 in total and we managed to make up three colour phases. 

Medium-Darks were first up and produced another nice animal in first place for Richard and 

Eddie with a good sized blocky male which was clear and bright, just a little open furred but still 

good enough for Reserve Young Standard on the day.  The second from Sandy King was also 

blocky and had the denser fur but was down in clarity to the top animal and looked a little dull on 

the day. 

In the Mediums roles were reversed with Sandy taking 1st with a fair sized, blocky well prepared 

chin of good even fur length in fairly good prime but just needing a little more flash.  The second 

from Richard and Eddie was a bigger more mature male with a strong, clear bright fur type but 

unfortunately lacking in any kind of show condition. 

The Darks were headed by a male from Richard and Eddie of considerable merit.  Clear, flashy, 

dense silky fur with plenty of eye appeal.  Not quite at his best on the day needing to fill out a 

little more in the shoulders and improve in his veiling coverage, which may not come until he 

reaches full prime.  Nevertheless he deservedly went all the way to Reserve Show Champion.  

Many Congratulations Richard and Eddie.  The second in the class also from the same herd had 

the better conformation, fair clarity but not the density or the eye appeal of the 1st. 

 

Adult Females were generally disappointing with most being way out of show condition and all 

bar one needing to be bigger.  The best the Mediums could muster was a 3rd for Wendy French 

for an animal of reasonable conformation and fur strength but looking dull on the day.  The 

Medium-Darks faired a little better with the best award a 2nd for a chin from Richard and Eddie.  

DID YOU KNOW? 
78 Animals were exhibited at the 
Northern Show, comprising 37 

Standards and 38 Mutations  
+ 3 X Class 



She had a fairly nice fur type and blocky conformation but was small and a little dull on the day.  

We had one novice which was awarded a H.C for Chris & Sam Galt for a female which showed 

signs of having a nice fine fur type and fair size but she was so far out of condition it was difficult 

to commend anything else. 

 

We only had four Adult Standard Males entered but this group did provide the eventual show 

champion. An animal which although could have done with being a little bigger had beautiful 

flowing dense silky fur with near perfect veiling coverage, plenty of eye appeal and hardly a hair 

out of place. A deserving winner on the day for Wenda Barron - many congratulations. 

The second and eventual Reserve Best Standard went to another chin from Richard and Eddie 

which was big, blocky, clear and bright with masses of strong fur but unfortunately was out of 

condition on the day 

We had one novice adult male again for Chris & Sam Galt which had high quality fine dense fur.  

This male had certainly seen better days and looked to be straight out of breeding but was 

displaying enough qualities to look forward to seeing what progeny this animal could produce 

with a similar quality mate. 

 

A nice sandwich and a soup provided by Eddie Crutchley for lunch hit the correct spot and we 

were able to press on with the Young Mutations. 

We started with the Wilson Whites which provided us with another 1st for Richard and Eddie 

Crutchley for a strong well furred attractive chinchilla that needed better clarity to go any further.  

The 2nd and 3rd both from Wenda Barron had nice conformation and better clarity but were some 

way behind the top animal on fur strength, density and condition. 

The Beiges were a good class with a nice animal in first place again for Wenda Barron. This 

youngster had very blocky conformation, was clear and blue with a strong but open fur type.  The 

2nd and 3rd from Sandy King were both of good types, blocky and well furred but down in clarity 

to the top animal. 

 Deutsch Violets were next and a 1st and Reserve Young Mutation for a nice blocky example with 

a silky fur type of good blue colour.  The second award went to a very young baby with very soft 

fine baby fur, which should improve with time but superseded the others in the class on eye 

appeal, clarity and blueness.  Both chins were from Richard and Eddie. 

The A.O.C class provided us with a 1st and Best Young Mutation for a Pink White from Wenda 

Barron, which had a strong fur type, nice size and conformation and a pleasant almond colour. 

We also had a 2nd for a big, blocky and blue Sullivan Violet for Ron and Lyn Gardner, which 

unfortunately was out of condition and a little open furred on the day. 

Novice Young Mutations produced a 2nd for very young Beige from Alan Mills which was well 

presented and had a good clear colour with plenty of future potential, just a little soft furred at 

present. 

Adult Mutations gave us a class of four Deutsch Violets, which were an overall nice bunch and 

displayed this mutation in four colour shades.  The 1st ribbon had good conformation, was well 

presented and in fairly good show condition.  The fur was a little on the soft side but the blueness 

and clarity was very good indeed. The second didn’t quite have the conformation of the 1st but 

had a dense plushy fur type with a nice sheen to it.  Clarity appeared to be down to the top animal 

even though in the main I feel this is due to the animal being of the very dark colour shade of this 

intriguing mutation. Two nice examples again both from Richard and Eddie. 

A good class of five Black Velvets which all had something about them to be commended.  The 

1st ribbon we discovered had only just moved up to the adult class by a few days, so didn’t quite 

have the size of the other animals, but it had by far the clearest, sharpest colour and a lovely 

strong dense fur in good show condition.  It didn’t have the best mutant coverage of the class but 

at just over 7 months has plenty of future potential.  The best covered animals were in 2nd and 3rd 

place, with the 2nd being a bigger, longer furred clear animal in pretty good show condition with 

very nice veiling coverage but unfortunately having a frustrating slight band of grey fur in the 



neck.  The 3rd was a dense intense very well covered black that unfortunately was out of 

condition on the day and was down in clarity to the 1st and 2nd.  A mention also for the H.C from 

Wendy French which was a cracking animal but clearly well past its best.  The top two were both 

from Richard and Eddie and the 3rd from Lyn and Ron Gardner.  Four nice chins with the 1st and 

2nd going on to become Best and Reserve Best Mutations. 

We rounded off the show with two Novice Adult Mutations of note, a Beige from Alan Mills 

which had a nice strong fur type and fair size and conformation that is definitely worth breeding 

with, and also another 2nd for a Black Velvet for Chris & Sam Galt which although was well out 

of condition showed us it had many of the attributes required to possibly breed some good quality 

babies for next season.  I do hope that these positive comments will encourage you to do just that. 

 

I would like to thank Paul for taking the time to discuss all the classes at length with me and for 

letting me have a significant opportunity at commenting on the various classes. 

Many Congratulations to Wenda for her Grand Show Champion and to Richard and Eddie for the 

Reserve Show Champion and also for them obtaining both 1st Standard and 1st Mutation breeders 

awards.  

Well done to the other winners of the breeders’ awards and thank you to everyone in attendance 

for bringing along your exhibits and help making the show such a pleasant enjoyable day. 

           Kerry Bradburn:-  JUI 



 


